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A small entry but some quality exhibits. Many thanks to my 

stewards, Karen and Martin Johnson.   

MPD (1) 1 Cofton Soldier Boy. Almost 9 mths, tricolour with 

excellent temperament and a very good head with good skull, nose 

and finish of lip, can fill out a little in chest yet but he goes soundly 

at both ends, good topline but can fill out over croup, very 

promising.   

JD (1) 1 Hunter’s Kasamanda Hamilton Of Hooebarton. 14 mths 

tricolour who needs more confidence and more rib and body, good 

muzzle, nose and eyes but could have more rise of skull, sound rear 

action but he needs more strength and muscletone, in front he is 

loose and this should improve when he gets more chest.   

PGD (3, 1) 1 Pearce’s Downsbank Troubadour Over Ozzymoon. 3 yrs 

tri, a little long for balance but he has good neck and topline and is 

sound at both ends, good skull but his eyes could be better set and 

show less white. 2 Austin’s Dragonheart Fall Breeze. 4 yrs old tri 

who has a very good temperament. I liked his head and eye but he 

could be firmer in hocks and rear and he tends to roach his back on 

the move.   

LD (3, 1) 1 Wood’s Tudorhurst Guardian. 3 yrs old tri, presented to 

look a picture, he has a beautiful head and big nostrils and large 

dark eyes, he needs more rib and body to make him more compact, 

excellent rear drive and topline and tail carriage, front action can 

be firmer. When he develops in front, a good prospect. 2 Austin’s 

Dragonheart Winter Morning. 4 yrs.Lovely marked Blenheim who 

has a cobby body and good ribcage and is sound at both ends but 

lacks temperament and this shows in his carriage on the move. A 

good head which could have more rise of skull. Not in the coat of 

the winner.  



OD (5, 1) 1 Schilizzi & Healy-Gates’ Chacombe Albert. Tri of 20 

mths, compact, refined toy spaniel who was the best mover in this 

class. He carries himself well and has excellent temperament. I 

would prefer a little more bone. Scored in his front action here, still 

not at full maturity in body but I loved his type and temperament. 

CC and BOB. 2 Jackson’s Ch Amantra Regal Duke. 5 yrs, the winner 

standing and more mature in body, and I preferred his bone and he 

has a large head with good eye but his front action today let him 

down. Res CC. 3 Melville’s Ch Amantra Chorale.   

MPB (4) Two lovely youngsters to top this class. 1 Jackson’s 

Amantra Talitha. BLenheim, 8 mths, a really cobby body and sound 

at both ends, carrying her topline well, good skull and eyes and 

finish of lips, had the pull in body here. BP. 2 Stanbury’s Cofton To 

The Moon And Back To Inixia NAF TAF. 8 mths tricolour with 

beautiful head and expression and carries herself beautifully on the 

move, not the rib and chest of the winner but I loved her profile 

action and topline and outgoing temperament. Another one with a 

good future. 3 Lewis & Lewis’ Amantra Tarazed Carleeto.   

PB (2) 1 Baker’s Cofton Fly Me To The Moon. 8 mths tricolour, lovely 

temperament, outgoing and sound on the move with good spring of 

rib, good skull and eyes, could be a little more padded in muzzle but 

this may come, full of quality. 2 Janes’ Lesannlea Toot Sweet. 11 

mths Blenheim, richly coloured, broad skull, good eye, a little long 

for balance and overawed today on the move, good bone and chest.   

JB (3, 1) 1 Boyer’s Ellinghurst Kiki Dee. 12 mths tri, beautiful for 

type, needing more confidence on the move but the better mover 

here. Lovely head and eye and excellent neck, needs more body but 

she has beautiful breed type and moves accurately at both ends. 

Has the potential to go to the top. Res CC. 2 Champion’s 

Lankcombe Bette Davis. 14 mths tri, a good bodied bitch with 

excellent temperament and good rear action, head marred by rather 

bold eyes, carries a good topline, not the front action of the winner.   

PGB (5, 3) 1 Boyer’s Ellinghurst Miss Saigon. 12 mths, litter sister to 

previous winner and very similar but not as good in front, cobby and 



refined with good head which needs time to finish, outgoing 

temperament. 2 Williams’ Kasamanda My Serendipity. 3 yr old tri, a 

beautiful head and eyes with excellent furnishings to her low set 

ears, a little long cast which shows in her topline, whilst she is 

sound she was overawed in the hall.  

LB (3, 2) 1 Baker’s Cofton Snow White. 3 yrs Blenheim, a little short 

on the leg for balance, sound movement at both ends but I would 

prefer stronger hocks, good head which needs more finish of muzzle 

and stronger pigment.   

OB (3, 1) 1 Austin & Baker’s Ch Cofton Dancing Through Life JW. 

Tricolour with good movement and good head type but needs a 

stronger topline, she is well constructed and has good coat, very 

good temperament. CC. 2 Williams’ Tovarich Truly Fair For 

Kasamanda. The winner standing for compact cobbiness and a 

good head but she was not going with any temperament and 

tucking herself up on the move. With more outgoing performance 

could win tickets.  
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